
It's Christmas Eve

and there shouldn't

be any work going on

There isn't a way to

give feedback to

Work Controls

These same valves

break often and are

replaced about 20

times per year. 

Maintenance & Work

Controls management over-

rode minimum staffing

requirements to reduce the

Work Order backlog

to meet end-of year

backlog targets 

because backlogs

and other KPIs are

tied to our bonuses 

KPIs including

backlogs are tied to

our bonuses 

The Work Controls

Program lacks a

formal feedback

mechanism 

ISMS-5 was not

adequately

implemented

The WC program lacks

a formal mechanism to

send feedback to

Engineering to

investigate

ISMS-5 was not

adequately

implemented

Engineering does not

know anything about

these valves because

they did not receive any

formal notifications

ISMS-5 was not

adequately

implemented

Root Cause Validation Checklist:

- Root causes are the deepest-seated of the identified causes.

- The root causes are common to a number of causal factors.

- The root causes were shown to create a path to the symptoms for the event. 

- The root causes are causing other events, not just the one being evaluated. 

- Addressing the root causes would have a high likelihood* of preventing recurrence.

- An Extent of Cause review will be required.

Corrective Actions and Preventive Actions:

- What is the Extent of the Root Causes? 

- Which causal factors would you recommend taking action on?

It's common practice for

bonuses to be tied to

performance. However, in

this case, there were

unintended consequences.

Management provided mixed

messages and reinforced undesired

behaviors for managing backlogs and

indicators. Personnel were led to

believe that management wanted to

meet end of year targets at any cost.

Our process for implementing

major program changes lacks

sufficient guidance for

stakeholder involvement,

training and communication

plans.

ISMS Program roll-out was

not planned properly.  ISMS

was one of 5 major

programs rolled out in the

past year. 

INTEGRATED SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

ISMS-1 Define the scope of work

ISMS-2 Analyze hazards

ISMS-3 Develop/implement hazard controls

ISMS-4 Perform work (in accordance w procedures)

ISMS-5 Feedback and continuous improvement (assessments, trending)  

Corrective Action Plan
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Gather and organize the Fact Finding results into a timeline and the applicable

defenses (administrative  requirements and physical barriers that should have

prevented the event from happening).  Start by conducting an Analysis of Defenses

and looking for symptoms.  Once each defense is evaluated with at least one LOI,

then continue with a Comparative Timeline/Task/Change Analysis by reviewing the

timeline for additional (non-repetitive) LOIs. 

Once you are satisfied with the Lines of Inquiry, establish a game plan for

conducting facilitated causal analysis sessions with spall representative samples of

affected organizations. Start by scheduling those closest to the work first, and work

your way up to supervisors and managers.  The final session is always with senior

management from the affected organizations, to avoid any surprises. 

MURAL TIPS: 

1. MAKING POST-ITS: 

   - Double click anywhere on the Mural --- select a square or rectangle

   - After typing in the pos-t and before hitting enter, click TAB to start a new one

   - Click on a post-it and select Control-D to duplicate

   - Use Control-C to copy a post-it, place the cursor where you want it and use Control-V to

paste 

2. ZOOMING IN AND OUT: 

   - Zoom Settings are at the bottom right of the Mural at all times.

   - Select Trackpad mode or Mouse mode depending on whether you have a Mac or PC

   - To zoom in, click on a post-it or note to show the pop-up window; click on the magnifying class

icon to zoom in on that area. 

3. MOVING MULTIPLE POST-ITS AT THE SAME TIME (FOR PCs)

    - To move a group of post-its in a row, hold the shift key down, then drag and cursor across all

the post-its you wish to move to highlight. 

    - To move select post-its, hold the control key down, and click on each one individually.  

Why did the

mechanic take off the

rubber glove? 

8/2/19, 10:20AM: The lead

mechanic removed the

rubber glove on right hand

and began loosening the

bolts on the valve flange. 

Job Hazards Analysis (JHA)

for work on HF system

specifically requires rubber

gloves to be work for work

on HF (physical barriers)

Crafting evidence-based Lines of Inquiry

Using Evidence Without Evidence

Did the mechanic use

rubber gloves for

working on HF? 

Job Hazards Analysis (JHA)

for work on HF system

specifically requires rubber

gloves to be work for work

on HF (physical barriers)

TIMELINE

DEFENSES

(BARRIERS,

REQ'MTS)

LINES OF

INQUIRY

3.5 hours

D1.1 Why was there

no PJB?

D3.1 - Why did

mechanics not pause or

stop work and proceed

without Ops support?

D8.1 Was the HF-A1

replacement job

properly isolated

using LOTO?

D2.1 Why did

Operator refuse to

walk down the job?

D9.1 How did OPs

verify they tagged

the right valves, if not

labeled?

D10.1 Why are these

HF valves not

labeled?

D11.1 Are Operator

quals up to date?

D11.2 Are Mechanic

quals up to date?

D5.2. Other than

rubber gloves, did the

mechanics wear the

correct PPE?

D5.1 Why did Jr.

mechanic remove

the outer rubber

glove?

D14.1. Why was the Jr.

mechanic sent to a

hospital without a

management rep?

D12.1 Why was site

clinic out of Calcium

Gluconate gel?

P 1.1 - What is causing

the trend of failure to

follow procedures?

D15.1 Is management

in the field

reinforcing desired

behaviors?

2. We never read the

WP to see that this

valve tree was as-build

different than the others

They assumed they were

on the right valve and

missed the different as-

built configuration shown

on the WP

2. We were in a hurry

to go home as soon

as we finished

1. they assumed this

valve configuration was

like all the others they

replace during the year.

1. Because we never 

had a PJB

The forman didn't

have time

Maintenance was

running in min

staffing

It's Christmas eve

and we shouldn't be

working 

It's Christmas eve

and we shouldn't be

working 

D4.1 Why did

mechanics not verify

the LOTO tags prior to

start of work?

D7.1 Did the HF WP

contain a JHA? 

We do this job often -

about 30 times per

year. 

D6.1 There was a two

person team for this work.

Why did the Sr. Mechanic

not stop the Jr. from taking

the glove off?

D13.2 Did the OSS

call out the ERT?

LINES OF

INQUIRY

DEFENSES

(BARRIERS,

REQ'MTS)

ANALYSIS OF

DEFENSES

P 1.2 - Why do Ops and

Maintenance account for

79% of the 24 Condition

Report for failure to follow

procedures?

THEMES HUMAN PERFORMANCE - AT RISK BEHAVIORS  PROGRAMS, PROCESSES, PROCEDURES EQUIPMENT, MAT'L, TOOL INTERFACES            MGMT/OVERSIGHTWORK ENVIRONMENT - ERROR LIKELY SITUATIONS

D15.1 Is management

in the field

reinforcing desired

behaviors?

D10.1 Why are these

HF valves not

labeled?

D11.1 Are Operator

quals up to date?

D14.1. Why was the Jr.

mechanic sent to a

hospital without a

management rep?

D12.1 Why was site

clinic out of Calcium

Gluconate gel?

D13.2 Did the OSS

call out the ERT?

D11.2 Are Mechanic

quals up to date?

D8.1 Was the HF-A1

replacement job

properly isolated

using LOTO?

D9.1 How did OPs

verify they tagged

the right valves, if

they not labeled?

D7.1 Did the HF WP

contain a JHA? 

D6.1 There was a two

person team for this work.

Why did the Sr. Mechanic

not stop the Jr. from taking

the glove off?

D5.1 Why did Jr.

mechanic remove

the outer rubber

glove?

D1.1 Why was there

no PJB?

D3.1 - Why did

mechanics not pause or

stop work and proceed

without Ops support?

D2.1 Why did

Operator refuse to

walk down the job?

D4.1 Why did

mechanics not verify

the LOTO tags prior to

start of work?

Breakout #12ANS - HF Incident - HCA Comprehensive Investigation - Answer Key

GOAL FOR THIS EXERCISE:  The goal for this exercise is practice setting up the BlueDragon Framework, identifying

symptoms and developing Lines of Inquiry, facilitating causal analysis sessions, practice asking Socratic questions to

dig deeper, capturing cause & effect relationships on the chart, identifying and tagging common causes, and

identifying root causes & contributing factors.  

D2. Work Controls -

Mechanics shall walk

down the job site with

an Operator prior to

start.

D4. Work Controls - HF

system maintenance

requires verification of

LOTO tags prior to start

of work.

D1. Work Controls - Pre-

job briefings are required

for all HF work to discuss

WP, JHA and safety

precautions.

D5. JHA - PPE for work

on HF system is

plastics, respirator,

rubber gloves, rubber

booties.

D12. Emergency

Response - In case of HF

exposure, immediately

treat with Calcium

Gluconate gel.

D9. Conduct of Ops - If a

component is not labeled,

use a drawing to trace the

system and verify you are on

the right component.   

D11. Training - Operators

and Mechanics require

initial training and

requalification training

every year.

D14. Emergency Response -

Workers going to the

hospital must be

accompanied by a

management representative.

D10. Labeling Program -

100% of HF system

valves and components

must be labeled.

D7. HF Work Packages

(WP) on HF must

contain a Job Hazards

Analysis (JHA) 

D8. Work Controls - HF

system maintenance

requires isolation using

LOTO program.

D6. Safety - Any

work on HF system

requires a two-

person team.

D3. Stop Work: any

person can stop or

pause work if the work

cannot be performed as

planned.  

D15. Oversight -

management should

spend time in the field

each week reinforcing

desired behaviors. 

D13. Emergency

Response - For contact w/

HF, the OSS shall call out

the Emergency Response

Team (ERT)

The FLS said he had

no time

They were

understaffed that day

Maintenance was at

minimum staffing

it's Christmas Eve

and there shouldn't

be any work going

on

The Operator said he

had no time

He was the only one

on site taking rounds

that day

Ops was at minimum

staffing

it's Christmas Eve

and there shouldn't

be any work going

on

they were in a hurry

to get done

They were told they

could go home after

this job

it's Christmas Eve

and there shouldn't

be any work going

on

could not operate

the small valve

wrench with glove

on

The gloves are too

thick but the WP

keeps calling for

wrong size

Work Controls is not

getting our feedback

There isn't a way to

give feedback to

Work Controls

YES, using proper

Con Ops

________ 

NO - the rubber gloves

are too thick but the WP

keeps calling for wrong

type of gloves

WC group is not

getting the feedback

Mechanics were in a

hurry to get done

and were rushing

They were told they

could go home after

this work

it's Christmas Eve

and there shouldn't

be any work going

on

Thinking about

family, dinner,

church, presents,

etc. 

it's Christmas Eve

and there shouldn't

be any work going

on

They let their guard

down because they

do this same job

often

These same valves

break often and are

replaced about 30

times per year. 

Not sure but we

keep replacing them

about 30 times per

year. 

We couldn't see the

valves but assumed it

was same setup as

always

1. Valves are under

an 80 lb. grating and

we are not allowed

to lift it

There is a 50 lb

Union limit so there

should be a lift

mechanism 

We keep telling them

and work control is

not doing anything 

There isn't a way to

give feedback to

Work Controls

These same valves

break often and are

replaced about 30

times per year. 

2. It seems we are

always replacing

these valves

Yes - It prevented us

from seeing the

isolation valve

The grating is 80-lbs

and hard to lift

without a lift

mechanism

NO - Almost never

see mgmt in-field

There are no

expectations for

management going

out to the field

ISMS-5 was not

adequately

implemented

Mgmt control systems

are missing guidance for

managers to go out in

the field and reinforce

expectations

Nobody seems to

know about those

Trend Reports

Trend reports are part of

continuous improvement

program (ISMS-5) and there

is no guidance for how to

use them

ISMS-5 was not

adequately

implemented

WC group is not

getting the feedback

There isn't a way to

give feedback to

Work Controls

Mechanics keep telling

WC they need better

gloves but they are not

doing anything about it

Mechanics keep telling

WC they need a lift

mechanism but they are

not doing anything

about it

YES

________ 

DON'T

KNOW

ASK 

MGMT

There isn't a way to

give feedback to

Work Controls

Nobody seems to

know about those

Trend Reports

Trend reports are part of

continuous improvement

program (ISMS-5) and there

is no guidance for how to

use them

ISMS-5 was not

adequately

implemented

could not operate

the small valve

wrench with glove

on

they are not getting

our feedback

taking the glove off

for these valves

became routine

There isn't a way to

give feedback to

Work Controls

YES - VERIFIED BY THE

HCA TEAM USING

DOCUMENTATION

________ 

YES - VERIFIED BY THE

HCA TEAM USING

DOCUMENTATION

________ 

D5.2. Other than

rubber gloves, did the

mechanics wear the

correct PPE?

E1.3 (Equipmt) - why

is valve HF-A1

sticking? 

E1.2 (Tools) - Was the

wrench the right tool

for the job?

E1.1 (Tools) - Did the

grating cause any

problems?

E1.3 (Equipmt) - why

is valve HF-A1

sticking? 

E1.2 (Tools) - Was the

wrench the right tool

for the job?

E1.1 (Tools) - Did the

grating cause any

problems?

P 1.1 - What is causing

the trend of failure to

follow procedures?

P 1.2 - Why do Ops and

Maintenance account for

79% of the 24 Condition

Report for failure to follow

procedures?

From the Evidence (Tools & Equipment) From the Survey From the Pareto Charts

Nurse said they were

out of stock

only about 50% of

the HF valves are

labeled

the Foremen said he

could not leave the

site

He was the only

Foreman on site that

day

Maintenance was at

minimum staffing

it's Christmas Eve

and there shouldn't

be any work going

on

mgmt decided to

terminate the

labeling program

needed to divert

funding to backlog

reduction efforts

KPIs and backlogs

are tied to our

bonuses 

mgmt decided to cut

funding to the clinic

needed to divert

funding to backlog

reduction efforts

KPIs and backlogs

are tied to our

bonuses 

NO - The OSS were

instructed not to call out

the ERT unless there

was blood on the floor

calling out the ERT

impacts the Key

Performance

Indicators

KPIs are tied to our

bonuses 

YES - VERIFIED BY THE

HCA TEAM USING

DOCUMENTATION

________ 

YES - VERIFIED BY THE

HCA TEAM USING

DOCUMENTATION

________ 

It's Christmas Eve

and there shouldn't

be any work going on

There isn't a way to

give feedback to

Work Controls

These same valves

break often and are

replaced about 20

times per year. 

KPIs including

backlogs are tied to

our bonuses 

ISMS-5 has not been

fully implemented

1 2 3 4 5

INTEGRATED SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

ISMS-1 Define the scope of work

ISMS-2 Analyze hazards

ISMS-3 Develop/implement hazard controls

ISMS-4 Perform work (in accordance w procedures)

ISMS-5 Feedback and continuous improvement (assessments, trending)  

12 Mechanics and Operators - Answer Key

Managers - Answer Key

           MGMT/OVERSIGHT

Equipment/Tools/Material Interfaces
Results of an Anonymous 

Error-likely Situation Survey 

Required PPE

Valve HF-A1

Pareto Analysis from 

the Corrective Action Program Database

Wrenches

CLOSED CLOSED

OPEN/DRAINED

FOCUS ON THE

FIRST BAR ONLY

WRITE ONE LOI THAT

ENCOMPASSES THE

NEGATIVE TREND

FOUND ON THE FIRST

TWO BARS

WRITE AT LEAST

ONE LOI FOR EACH

OF THE 4 ITEMS IN

RED

         Evidence & Data Analysis

S1

P1

P2

HF - Hydrofluoric Acid

CM - Corrective Maintenance

WC - Work Controls

WP - Work Package 

LOTO - Lock-out Tag-out

OSS - Ops Shift Supervisor

PPE - Personnel Protective Equipment 

ERT - Emergency Response Team

KPIs - Key Performance Indicators

PROBLEM STATEMENT:

.....

Admin

Team Members:

1. A

2. B

3. C

12/24, 1105: Jr.

mechanic re-tightened

the third bolt and

stopped the HF leak.   

12/24, 1110: the Sr.

mechanic called the

OSS to notify of

contact with HF.  

12/24, 1115:

mechanics arrived at

the site clinic.  

12/24, 1116: Nurse

informs mechanic that

clinic was out of calcium

gluconate gel.

12/24, 1120: FLS arrives

at the site clinic; tells

the Jr. mechanic to take

Uber to  hospital.  

12/24, 1200: Jr.

mechanic arrives at the

hospital, is treated and

released an hour later.

TIMELINE #1 

WORK CONTROLS

F
A

C
T

 F
IN

D
IN

G TIMELINE #2

HUMAN

PERFORMANCE

TIMELINE #3

EVENT RESPONSE

12/22, 11pm: stuck valve

HF-A1 on Line “A” of the

HF Recovery System -

Corrective Maint. (CM)

ticket written.  

12/24, 0800: Maintenance

FLS assigned the job to a Sr.

and Jr. mechanic and

handed them the WP without

a pre-job briefing.  

12/23, 0800:

Maintenance Manager

assigns CM ticket a

Level 1 (HIGH) priority to

replace HF-A1.

12/23, 1600: WC issued

a WO and lock-out-tag-

out (LOTO) to replace

valve HF-A1.  

12/24, 0630: Operator

isolated and drained HF-A1

and hung LOTO tags. 

They noted HF valves

were not labeled.

12/24, 0830:

mechanics obtained

permission from OSS

to replace HF-A1.  

12/24, 0831: OSS instructed

mechanics to meet up with

the Operator doing rounds

and walk down the job site.   

12/24, 0900: mechanics

got their tools, the

spare valve, and

dressed out in their

PPE.

12/24, 1030: mechanics

requested the Operator

to walk down the job but

Operator told them to do

it themselves.

12/24, 1040:

mechanics arrive at

job site.

12/24, 1041: mechanics

could not see isolation

valves HF-A1-1, HF-A1-2

and HF-A1-3 located

under a heavy grating.

12/24, 1042: mechanics

assumed they were on the

correct valve and

proceeded without

verifying the LOTO tags.

12/24, 1100: Jr. mechanic

removes right rubber

glove and begin

loosening bolts on valve

flange.  

12/24, 1105: when

removing the third bolt, Jr.

mechanic received 3

drops of HF on his right

index finger.  

S 1.1 - The mechanics

felt time pressure on

the job: what caused

this error-likely

situation?

S 1.2 - The crew was

distracted: what

caused this error-likely

situation?

S 1.4 Bad or inaccurate

assumptions were made:

what caused that error-

likely situation?

S 1.1 - The mechanics

felt time pressure on

the job: what caused

this error-likely

situation?

S 1.2 - The crew was

distracted: what

caused this error-likely

situation?

S 1.3 The crew

considered this a

repetitive job that

created an error-likely

situation; Why?

S 1.4 Bad or inaccurate

assumptions were made:

what caused that error-

likely situation?

S 1.3 The crew

considered this a

repetitive job that

created an error-likely

situation; Why?

The gloves are too

thick but the WP

keeps calling for

wrong size

EXTENT OF THE

CAUSE REVIEWS

RC#2 - ESTABLISH A

COMPREHENSIVE

CHANGE

MANAGEMENT

PROGRAM

RC#2 - EXTENT OF THE CAUSE

REVIEW: EVALUATE THE OTHER 4

PROGRAMS ROLLED OUT IN THE

PAST YEAR TO SEE IF THERE ARE

INDICATIONS OF POOR CHANGE

MGMT

CORRECTIVE

ACTION PLAN

RC#1 - PROVIDE A BALANCED

MESSAGE (SAFETY, QUALITY,

PRODUCTIVITY) THAT DOES

NOT CAUSE CORNERS TO BE

CUT TO MEET BACKLOG & KPI

GOALS.

RC#1 - DETERMINE WHERE

ELSE MGMT MESSAGES

ARE CREATING

UNINTENDED

CONSEQUENCES

KPIs including

backlogs are tied to

our bonuses 

ISMS-5 was not

adequately

implemented

Do not schedule

work while at

minimum staffing

There isn't a way to

give feedback to

Work Controls

These same valves

break often and are

replaced about 20

times per year. 

Nurse said they were

out of stock

only about 50% of

the HF valves are

labeled

needed to divert

funding to backlog

reduction efforts

calling out the ERT

impacts the Key

Performance

Indicators

The Work Controls

Program lacks a

formal feedback

mechanism 

The WC program lacks a

formal mechanism to

send feedback to

Engineering to

investigate

The gloves are too

thick but the WP

keeps calling for

wrong size

1. Valves are under

an 80 lb. grating and

we are not allowed to

lift it

2. It seems we are

always replacing

these valves

There are no

expectations for

management going

out to the field

Trend reports are part of

continuous improvement

program (ISMS-5) and

there is no guidance for

how to use them

Check if there is

other work

scheduled while at

minimum staffing

Ask what other problems

besides the grating and

gloves have not been

documented and addressed

due to a lack of formal

feedback

Check Reliability

Centered Maintenance

for other components

with high failure rates

Ask what other budget

cuts were made without

considering the impact

Ask what other

elements of ISMS have

not been properly

incorporated

S 1.3 The crew considered

this a repetitive job that

created an error-likely

situation; Please explain?

S 1.3 The crew considered

this a repetitive job that

created an error-likely

situation; Please explain?

After developing LOIs from the timeline and the defenses, use the insights gained

from additional analysis of available data (i.e. Pareto Analysis, Process Maps, Fault

Tree Analysis, Affinity Diagrams & Surveys) to develop lines of inquiry to evaluate

other symptoms/irregularities.  The applicable equipment, tools and materials are

also evidence, and their effectiveness / human interface must also be evaluated

After developing LOIs from data analysis, take a step back and review the five

standard themes (or any additional themes that emerged) and generate additional

lines of inquiry to pursue other possible symptoms or irregularities.  

Team Roles and Responsibilties:

Team Lead:  Read (1) to (5) to the rest of the team and follow the instructions.  Also read the roles of the answer keys, lead

facilitator and scribes.  

(1) Team leader - go over the evidence (schematic, tools and equipment); everyone else, click on the team leader's bug to

follow them as they navigate through the screen.  

(2) Everyone: read the entire timeline, the defenses, and steps 1 to 3 in RED below on your own.  Let the team lead know when

you are done.  In summary:

     - Analyze the defenses

     - Analyze the timeline for additional at-risk behaviors or error-likely situations

     - Analyze the data and other evidence (don't forget to evaluate the equipment/tool/material interfaces) 

(3) Team Leader: 

     - Assign someone to write 1 problem statement.

     - Divide up the 15 defenses among the group to develop LOIs for each defense. 

     - Assign someone to write 4 LOIs for the 4 areas of interest on survey S1. 

     - Assign someone to write 2 LOIs for  Pareto charts P1 and P2.   

(4) When developing LOIs, make sure:

    - the LOIs do not use accusatory language

    - the LOIs do not presume guilt when asking about data results

     - the LOIs do not lead the SMEs down a certain path (belying your own biases)

(5) After the initial set of Lines of Inquiry are developed, we will play "LOI BINGO" to:

    - Determine if the team missed any important LOIs.

    - Identify the minimum set of questions that we will be using to proceed to Phase 2. 

Answer Key #1: This person will be in another breakout room with the answer key.  They will represent a group of Mechanics

and Operators, including the personnel involved in the event.  

Answer Key #2: This person will be in another breakout room with the answer key.  They will represent the managers from

affected organizations.

Lead Facilitator (rotating position) – has the lead in asking the lines of inquiry, asking WHY questions to follow the Why

Staircases.  They signal to the scribe what to write and makes sure the scribe captured the right information and placed the

post-it where it belongs on the chart.  

Scribes (rotating position)  – two persons will work in tandem to document the answers on post-its, taking care to capture the

cause & effect relationships. The lead facilitator has to make sure that the scribes fully capture was was said.  Do not allow

scribes to shorten the information and miss critical information.  The Team Lead can also be a scribe.   


